
In House Events:

Daycare

● Yellow Day was held on 14 July  2022.
th

,

● ‘ -a ’ conducted ,Bake Cake Activity was on 18 July
th

2022.

● Fashion Show Competition was organized on 20
th

,July 2022.

Nursery

● Blue Day was celebrated on 11 July 2022.
th

,
● Fancy Dress Competition was organized on 17

th

,July 2022.

● Green Day was on 22 July 2022.celebrated ,
nd

Prep

● Best Out of WasteActivity was on 17conducted
th

July, 2022.

● Community HelpersActivity was n 25held o July,
th

2022.

Pre-Primary

● Magic Show
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Yellow Day Celebration

Colour recognition is a key cognitive developmental step for toddlers as it plays an
important role in object recognition and is a vital part in helping children to develop their,
descriptive language skills, which in turn encourages clear communication and
understanding. Keeping the above ethos in mind, Fun with Yellow Colour Activity wasthe
organized on 14 July 2022 for the children of Day Care to help them learn the primary

th
,

colour, ellow, through a fun and interactive . As part of this fun session, childrenY activity a
made their own Tang Drink by stirring tang in cold water and enjoyed the refreshing drink
with their peers. Colour recognition was again emphasized through a Fun Tattoo and Nail
Paint . Our young babies flaunted their nail paints and tattoos and thoroughly enjoyedart ,
the session.
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The Baking Master classes in DPS, GBN is all about skill development and training for a-
broader perspective in the educational journey. To make the learning experience more
joyful, Day Care conducted 'Cake Baking Activity' on 18 July, 2022. Our little bakersthe

th

were full of enthusiasm to start the process under the guidance of their teachers. The eager
faces lit up with joy when they started the activity, their tiny hands stirred and poured the
batter into their colourful mugs. The kids were excited to see their chocolate brown cakes
rise and ly waited to taste their delicious creation. Their mouths watered as theykeen
decorated their cakes with colourful gems and sprinklers. The relished their cakestoddlers
and were very happy to share them with their peers.
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Cake Baking Activity

“Happiness  s aking nd aking akes ogether.I M a B C T ”
- Anonymous
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A School is more than an nstitution. It is a place that gives wings to many dreams andI
aspirations and pushes one to scale greater heights. It holds a special place in our hearts, a,
place where unlimited memories are created. Keeping this delightful thought in mind, the
'Fashion Show Competition' was organized for Day Care on 20 July 2022. Thetoddlers of ,

th

theme of the competition was Fairy Land and was judged on parameters like costume,the
clarity of speech, confidence, and props. All the students of Day Care came dressed up
beautifully and astounded the audience with their smashing smile and vibrant clothes. The
stellar performances enthralled the audience. The competition was a blend of variations
and creativity wherein children showcased their talent and set the stage on fire with their
great appearances.

Fashion Show Competition
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Early identification of colours helps to create the cognitive link between visual clues and
words which is an important part of a child's development. The young, dynamic, and talented
Nursery students of DPS, GBN celebrated Blue Colour Day on 11th July, 2022. The
celebration began with the National Anthem and Prayer followed by the 'Blue Colour Show
And Tell Activity'. Children were very excited as they donned the colour Blue with confidence
and brought along various blue-colored objects. Each of them got an opportunity to speak
about their favourite object. It was a delight to see all the little Dipsites in different shades of
blue. Overall, it was a great experience for all of us.

Blue Day Celebration
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“Blue is a cool and calming colo r that shows creativity and intelligence.”u - Anonymous
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At DPS, GBN, we always believe in building social, creative and communication skills
amongst our students. Keeping the same ethos in mind and to bring out the innate talent of
our students, Fancy Dress Competition was held on 19 July 2022.a , I

th
n order to inculcate

the from a very young and tender age,importance of the 3 R's - Reduce, Reuse and Recycle
the ' ' for this competition. little cherubs of GradeBest Out of Waste theme was chosen The
Nursery used reusable and recyclable materials like newspapers, bottles, coconut shells,
old CDs, etc to create artistic props with the help of their parents and spoke a few lines about
their props confidently. The Competition provided the little ones an opportunity to showcase
their talent. youngIt was a feast to the eyes to watch the ones performing with such
enthusiasm and confidence.

Fancy Dress Competition
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Our little babies have just begun their schooling years. The tiny tots of the Pre-Primary wing
celebrated 'Green Day' at DPS GBN on 20 July 2022 to make them of the uses of, , aware

th

colo rs in their immediate environment and to develop an understanding of Green Colour inu
all forms. The school buzzed with excitement as a series of activities like Balloon Printing,
Collage Work, and Pear Puppet aking were planned for them. These activities improvedM
their sensory and fine motor skills. Attractive charts and drawings were displayed on the
bulletin boards depicting green colour. Charming and innocent faces with green costumes
created a pleasant, harmonious and refreshing aura, and pepped up the celebrations.

Green Day Celebration
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Our little learners of Grade Prep enjoyed the Show and Tell Activity on the theme est out of'B
Waste on 15th July 2022. The activity focused on bringing an understanding amongst the' ,
children about preserving the environment by reusing and recycling waste material. The
students came up with fantabulous ideas and used different materials like newspapers, old
CDs, used plastic bottles, ice cream sticks, bangles etc. to demonstrate the importance of
Reusing and Recycling. Children came beautifully donned in their costumes for the
presentation and spoke spontaneously about different topics. It was a delight to see their
creativity and confidence. Overall, the show was enjoyed by all.

Best Out of Waste Activity
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Acommunity needs many people to help it to function well and make the world a better place
to live. Educating students about the Community Helpers and the kind of roles they play in
our daily lives, is highly important. With an aim to stimulate the imagination andstudents'
enhance their social skills, Community Helpers Corner ctivitythe ' ' A was organized for the
children of Grade Prep ,on 25th July 2022. The activity was planned to create awareness
about the role of helpers in our life. A splendid show was put up by our future heroes. The
Students wore respected uniforms of their chosen community helper to show their regard
and gratitude for the people who make our lives fearless. Children dressed up as Doctors,
Teachers, Soldiers, Fire Men, Chefs, and Police Officers. The project helped students
understand the role of each community helper in the society and tools they use in their daily
jobs.

Community Helpers
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“There is incredible value in being of service to others”.
- Elizabeth Berg
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A Magic Show was organized to welcome the tiny toddlers of DPS, GBN after a refreshing
summer break. The students were drawn in by the charm and charisma of the magician the
minute he appeared on stage, as they were fascinated to see his magic tricks. The children
were astonished and mesmerized to see the magician perform several tricks. The magic
wand, magic words, and the interesting and distinctive style of the magician kept everybody
astounded. Children were amazed by the magic words frequently used in the show and
could not stop clapping as the magic tricks unfolded one by one. It was a lively and fun-filled
magic show, thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

Magic Show
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“Magic is believing in yourself, if you can do that, you can make anything happen”.

- Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
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